The Mondial of Pont de Vaux celebrates 25 years
On August 18, 19 and 20 the Mondial du Quad celebrates a quarter of a century. On the occasion of its 25 years, the
PDVRacing organization is changing its look with a new younger and more rock logo and a website entirely renewed,
more modern, more interactive, with much more news, more videos, more pictures.
The main target of this 25 years is a training track put at the disposal of the ATV and SSV manufacturers. The SSV is
rapidly expanding as it is recreational, sports and all terrain. A crossing area is laid out, the track is for any level of
riding. Yamaha, Polaris, Kawasaki, TGB etc… will offer exceptional conditions to their customers as they could test
and discover their new models. This orientation is to promote the growth of the QuadExpo and its 70 booths.
On the sport side 110 machines and more than 300 riders will enter the Mondial. Among the French, Romain Couprie
will defend his 2010 success (5 times French champion,, 2 European titles). Jérémy Warnia (Can-Am Motoworks
official rider) who rides in the States means to take his last year revenge, as he missed the victory at only 37 seconds
in the last rounds. Among the foreign riders (around 20 countries) are the 20 summers rising generations, champion
in Germany, Italy, UK, USA, Netherlands etc.. some of them are factory officials, they will defend the colours of their
countries.
About ten manufacturers (Yam, Can-Am, KTM, Kawa, Honda, Suzuki, etc…) will confront each others on the
selective, technical, fast and 3.7 km long track on the Saône riversides. For the third consecutive year Jean Luc
Fouchet will reshape it. The “pope” of Bercy is in charge of its evolution from one edition to the other one.
At the same time is the Quad Contest,, the antechamber of the Mondial, for the tomorrow’s hopes and amateurs. The
race is gathering 160 riders, two per team.
Beyond the sport aspect, the Freestyle promises to be one of the stronger time of this vintage collector. For the first
time the visitors of Pont de Vaux will discover the happy crazy guys of H-Bomb not on a quad but on a terrific
snowmobile. On a wet synthetic grass, on this machine boosted by an explosive 2 stroke engine, the American
Caleb Moore and Daniel Bodin his Swedish pal (a duo in the World top 5 of this sport and in particular during the last
Winter X Games) are performing a large range of freestyle figures. Thrills are assured !
At last among the other animations, always in the sky, PDVRacing is discussing with the 5 fighter pilots of the
“Cartouches Dorées” in their TB30 Epsilon, a mono helix plane, as well as with the Patrouille de France.
Next Summer, both could be in the sky of Pont de Vaux to perform acrobatics the public loves so much.

